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Abstract

Stochastic averaging problems with Gaussian forcing have been the subject of numerous studies,

but far less attention has been paid to problems with infinite-variance stochastic forcing, such as an

α-stable noise process. It has been shown that simple linear systems driven by correlated additive

and multiplicative (CAM) Gaussian noise, which emerge in the context of reduced atmosphere and

ocean dynamics, have infinite variance in certain parameter regimes. In this study, we consider the

stochastic averaging of systems where a linear CAM noise process in the infinite variance parameter

regime drives a comparatively slow process. We use (semi)-analytical approximations combined

with numerical illustrations to compare the averaged process to one that is forced by a white α-

stable process, demonstrating consistent properties in the case of large time-scale separation. We

identify the conditions required for the fast linear CAM process to have such an influence in driving

a slower process, and then derive an (effectively) equivalent fast, infinite-variance process for which

an existing stochastic averaging approximation is readily applied. The results are illustrated using

numerical simulations of a set of example systems.
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Stochastic differential equation (SDE) modelling techniques are used broadly

in modern quantitative research in disciplines including, but not limited to,

physics [1], finance [2], and biology [3]. They allow researchers to incorporate

elements into dynamical models that are impossible or impractical to model ex-

plicitly due to their unpredictable nature and/or complexity, by representing

their effects with stochastic processes. We consider stochastic dynamical sys-

tems with multiple time scales, with the goal of deriving a reduced system on

the slow time scale, capturing the long time behavior via a stochastic averaging

approximation. The most commonly used stochastic driving process is Gaus-

sian white noise, and stochastic averaging problems with Gaussian forcing have

been studied thoroughly for many years. But far less attention has been paid to

problems where the stochastic forcing has infinite variance, such as an α-stable

noise forcing. In this paper, we study stochastic averaging problems where a

linear CAM noise process in a particular parameter regime is used to drive a

comparatively slow process. This is motivated by two facts: 1) that stochastic

averaging techniques have particular importance to climate modelling problems

characterized by high dimensionality, chaotic dynamics, and multiple time scales

[4–8]; and 2) that simple linear processes driven by correlated additive and mul-

tiplicative (CAM) Gaussian noise, which emerge in the context of atmosphere

and ocean dynamics, have infinite variance in certain parameter regimes [9–13].

Our results show that the slow process exhibits properties consistent with being

forced by a white α-stable noise in the case of large time-scale separation. We

identify the conditions required for the fast linear CAM process to have such an

influence in driving a slower process, and then derive an (effectively) equivalent

fast, infinite-variance process for which an existing stochastic averaging approx-

imation is readily applied to obtain an approximation on the slow time scale.

These results are illustrated using a set of representative numerical results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic differential equation (SDE) modelling techniques are used broadly in modern

quantitative research in disciplines including, but not limited to, physics [1], finance [2], and
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biology [3]. They allow researchers to incorporate elements into dynamical models that are

impossible or impractical to model explicitly due to their unpredictable nature and/or com-

plexity, by representating their effects with stochastic processes. The most commonly used

stochastic driving process is Gaussian white noise. The ubiquity of Gaussian white noise fol-

lows from the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), which states that the sum of a sufficiently large

set of independent, identically-distributed random variables with finite variance converges

in distribution to a Gaussian random variable. However, the assumptions necessary for the

CLT are not always satisfied. For example, if the random variables have a density with power

law tails such that the variance is not finite, then we must consider the Generalized Central

Limit Theorem (GCLT) [14]. The GCLT states that a sum of n independent, identically-

distributed random variables of this type, not necessarily having finite variance, converges

in distribution to an α-stable random variable as n → ∞. The distribution Sα(β, σ) of an

α-stable random variable depends on three parameters: the stability index α ∈ (0, 2], the

skewness parameter β ∈ [−1, 1], and the scale parameter σ ∈ (0,∞). Such distributions do

not have in general a closed-form expression for their probability density functions (PDFs),

but their characteristic functions have the form

ψ(k) = exp [−σα|k|αΞ(k;α, β)] , (1)

where

Ξ(k;α, β) = 1− iβ sgn (k)ϕ(k), (2)

ϕ(k) =

tan(πα/2) if α 6= 1

− 2
π

log(|k|) if α = 1.
(3)

The case where α = 2 is the only case of an α-stable random variable with finite variance

and corresponds to a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance 2σ2.

In this paper, we consider stochastic dynamical systems (all interpreted in the sense of

Itō, unless stated otherwise) with multiple time scales of the form

dxt = f1(xt) dt+ ε−ρf2(xt)yt/ε dt, (4)

dyt =
(
L+ E2/2

)
yt dt+ (Eyt + g) dW1,t + b dW2,t, (5)

where t ≥ 0, 0 < ε� 1, ρ, E, g, b, and L < 0 are real non-zero constants, f1, f2 are functions

with f2(x̃) 6= 0 for any x̃ in the domain of xt, and dW1,t, dW2,t are independent Gaussian
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FIG. 1. Sample time series of yt. Left: (L,E, g, b) = (−1, 1.0541,−0.1, 0.5) corresponding to

(α∗, β∗) = (1.8,−0.25). Right: (L,E, g, b) = (−1, 1.118, 1, 0.3) corresponding to (α∗, β∗) =

(1.6, 0.996).

white noise processes with E [dWp,t] = 0, E [dWp,s dWq,t] = 1p=qδ(t − s)dt for p, q = 1, 2.

The process yt is referred to as a CAM noise process in [12, 15], where its equation is

sometimes written in Stratonovich form, dyt = (Lyt − Eg/2) dt+(Eyt+g)◦dW1,t+b◦dW2,t.

Generically, a CAM noise process satisfies a SDE with linear drift and correlated additive

and multiplicative (CAM) Gaussian white noise forcing. Such processes emerge naturally

in highly-truncated projections of fluid mechanical systems [12]. The variable yt/ε is a fast

version of the process yt, specifically satisfying

dyt/ε =
1

ε

(
L+ E2/2

)
yt/ε dt+

1

ε1/2
[

(Eyt/ε + g) dW1,t + b dW2,t

]
. (6)

Thus the system (4)-(5) represents a slow process x coupled to a fast process yt/ε reduced

from a larger nonlinear system. In this study, we restrict our attention to g 6= 0, noting

that for g = 0 the additive and multiplicative noise is not correlated. As shown in [12],

the stationary distribution for yt is non-Gaussian, and has infinite variance if −L ≤ E2.

Example time series for yt are plotted in Figure 1 to illustrate the variability that this

process can exhibit in this parameter regime. One feature to notice is that the distribution

of fluctuations in the realization are increasingly asymmetric around zero yt for larger values

of g > 0. This skewness is discussed further in Section II.

Our goal is to derive a one-dimensional stochastic dynamical system for a variable Xt

that weakly approximates xt for parameter ranges where yt does not possess second-order

moments. Such a stochastic process Xt is referred to as a stochastic averaging approximation

(or stochastic homogenization approximation) for xt. Stochastic averaging techniques offer

systematic ways of reducing a dynamical system with multiple time scales to one with
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reduced dimension and fewer time scales whose properties weakly approximate those of the

slow variable(s) of the full system. The prototypical stochastic averaging problem is to

determine a SDE model governing the evolution of random variable Xt, such that Xt weakly

approximates xt where dxt = f(xt, zt/ε) dt, 0 < ε� 1, and the process zt evolves on a faster

time scale relative to xt. The case where zt is driven by Gaussian white noise and has finite

moments has been well-studied, with several established results for stochastic averaging

approximations [16–22]. Some studies consider a fast chaotic driving process rather than

a stochastic one [8, 23]. The case where the fast variable is driven by an α-stable noise

process has received less attention, with some stochastic averaging approximations obtained

in [24–27].

Stochastic averaging techniques have particular importance to climate modelling prob-

lems characterized by high dimensionality, chaotic dynamics, and multiple time scales [4–8].

The multiple time scale nature of climate variability is two-fold. Climate variability involves

interactions between different Earth system components with broadly separated dominant

timescales (e.g. atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, land surface). Furthermore, each of these

components are high-dimensional systems with a broad range of timescales of internal vari-

ability [28]. Linear CAM noise processes of the form (5) have been used to understand various

features of the probability distributions of observed climate variables, such as the skewness

and power law behaviour of atmospheric vorticity variations and sea surface temperature

measurements [9–13, 29]. Since infinite variance processes can arise in simple systems like

(5) with additive and multiplicative noise, the GCLT suggests that CAM noise dynamics

could be a potential source of the reported appearance of alpha-stable noise forcing in pa-

leoclimate time series [30] or superdiffusive character of particle motion in the atmosphere

[31–33]. However, the results in [15] demonstrate that linear CAM noise processes are not

equivalent to α-stable noise processes, so that the recent results of [27] can not be applied

directly to (4)-(5). Rather, the GCLT indicates that similarities in the behavior of the time

integrals of the CAM noise and α-stable processes can be demonstrated over sufficiently long

time scales.

The main result of this paper is to identify a system composed of xt in (4) coupled with a

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-Lévy process (OULP) zt that, under a stochastic averaging approxima-

tion, gives a slow process X(t) that weakly approximates the slow dynamics of xt in (4)-(5).

Analogous to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process forced by Gaussian noise, the OULP zt/ε

6
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is a one-dimensional process with a linear drift driven by an α-stable white noise forcing

dL
(α,β)
t ∼ Sα(β, dt1/α). The key to this main result is a comparison of the integral of yt in

(5) with the integral of zt. Once such a process zt is identified, the (N+) approximation for

systems driven with additive α-stable noise given in [27] can be used to derive a stochastic

averaging approximation for the slow dynamics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give some properties

of the linear CAM process yt and discuss its relationship with α-stable distributions through

the GCLT. In Section III, we identify an OULP zt/ε whose integral weakly approximates

that of yt/ε in (5). Replacing yt/ε with zt/ε, in Section IV we derive the stochastic averaging

approximation for the slow variable xt in (4) by applying the (N+) stochastic averaging ap-

proximation as in [27]. As a minimum requirement, the characteristic time scale of yt/ε must

be at least an order of magnitude faster than xt for Xt to provide an accurate weak approx-

imation to xt. However the exact time scale separation needed depends on the parameters

of the CAM noise process, as the rate of convergence to the limiting α-stable distribution

depends on the tail behaviour of the random variables being summed in the integral of yt.

In Section V, we apply our approximation to specific examples, one linear system and two

nonlinear systems of the form (4)-(5), illustrating the performance of the approximation.

II. THE CAM NOISE PROCESS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO α-STABLE DIS-

TRIBUTIONS

In this section, we state some basic properties of the CAM noise process yt (many of

which are derived in [12, 15]), identify the parameter domains of interest, and discuss the

relationship between the CAM noise distribution and the α-stable distribution for these

parameters.

A. Properties of the linear CAM noise process

First we note that yt can display a range of different behaviours, despite its relatively

simple appearance. It reduces to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (OUP) as E → 0 and to a

geometric Brownian motion when both E/g, E/b→∞. We focus on parameter ranges for

which yt has a stationary probability density function without a finite variance. The relevant

7
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parameter ranges can be determined by considering the probability density function (PDF)

p(y, t) for (5), which satisfies the Forward Kolmogorov Equation (FKE)

∂p

∂t
= Ap, Ap = −

(
L+

E2

2

)
∂

∂y
(yp)

+
1

2

∂2

∂y2

(
[(Ey + g)2 + b2]p

)
. (7)

The stationary PDF, ps(y) is obtained by solving the time-independent FKE, Aps = 0. This

function is given in [15],

ps(y) =
1

N
[
(Ey + g)2 + b2

]−(ν+1)

× exp

(
2gν

b
arctan

(
Ey + g

b

))
, (8)

where

ν = −
(
L

E2
+

1

2

)
(9)

and N is the normalization constant, shown in [15] to be given by

N =
1

b2ν+1E

∫ π/2

−π/2

exp (2gνξ/b)

(1 + tan2(ξ))ν
dξ (10)

=
2π(2b)−(2ν+1)Γ(2ν + 1)

EΓ(ν + 1− i2gν
b

)Γ(ν + 1 + i2gν
b

)
(11)

where Γ is the complex Gamma function. If ν ≤ 0, the first moment of the distribution (8)

does not exist. We consider ν > 0 for the remainder of this paper, and hence the stationary

mean of yt is equal to 0. The distribution is heavy-tailed [15], since for large |y|, ps (8)

decays according to a power law,

ps(y) ∼ h(sgn (y))

|y|2(ν+1)
as |y| → ∞, (12)

where h(s) =
exp(πgνb s)
NE2(ν+1) . Eq. (12) indicates that y with stationary density ps in (8) does not

have a finite variance for 0 < ν ≤ 1
2
. By the GCLT, this case is related to non-Gaussian

α-stable processes and so we restrict ourselves to corresponding values of L and E in (9),

that is, E2

2
< (−L) < E2.

To capture the serial dependence of yt (or, less formally, the memory of yt) we use the

autocodifference function (ACD function), the quantity for stochastic processes without a

finite variance analogous to the autocovariance for processes with finite variance. The ACD
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for the stationary process yt is defined in terms of characteristic function of the process at

different times [34, 35]:

ACDy(τ) = log

[
E [exp(i(yt+τ − yt))]

E [exp(iyt+τ )]E [exp(−iyt)]

]
. (13)

Figure 2 presents sample estimates of (13) for CAM processes corresponding to two sets of

parameter values. For comparison, also shown are ACDs for the OULPs z(t)

dzt = −θzt dt+ σz dL
(α,β)
t , θ > 0, (14)

dL
(α,β)
t ∼ Sα(β, dt1/α). (15)

ACDz(τ) =
σαz
αθ

{
1 + exp(−αθτ)− |1− exp(−θτ)|α −

iβ tan
(πα

2

)
[(1− exp(−αθτ))− |1− exp(−θτ)|α]

}
. (16)

The parameter values of these OULPs were selected so that the asymptotic decay rates of

their ACD functions match those of the corresponding CAM processes. We observe that

log[Re(ACDy(τ))] of the CAM noise process is evidently a nonlinear function of the lag τ , in

contrast to log[Re(ACDz)] for the OULP which is close to being linear in τ . Specifically, for

shorter lag times τ , ACDy(τ) decays more rapidly than the ACDz for the OULP with the

same long-time dependence structure, while for larger values of τ , log[Re(ACDy)] asymp-

totes to approximately linear behavior. This serial dependence plays an important role in

considering the asymptotic behavior of integrals of yt in Section III below.

B. Generalized central limit theorem applied to independent CAM random vari-

ables

The GCLT states that a scaled and shifted sum of independent, identically distributed

(iid) random variables Rj with density uR(r) ∝ |r|−(α+1) as |r| → ∞ with α ∈ (0, 2),

converges in distribution to an α-stable random variable (rather than a Gaussian random

variable) [14], denoted

1

n1/α

n∑
j=1

(
Rj −Rn

)
→
D

Sα∗(β∗, σ∗) for α = α∗ , (17)

where Rn is an empirically measured value characterising the “center” of the distribution uR.

For α > 1, Rn converges to the mean of uR. We illustrate how the parameters α∗, β∗, and σ∗

9
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FIG. 2. Logarithmic plots of numerical estimates of the real part of ACDy(T ) for the CAM

processes shown in Figure 1: Left: (L,E, g, b) = (−1, 1.0541,−0.1, 0.5) corresponding to (α∗, β∗) =

(1.8,−0.25); Right: (L,E, g, b) = (−1, 1.118, 1, 0.3) corresponding to (α∗, β∗) = (1.6, 0.996). The

ACD is estimated from 100 realizations of yt from t = 0 to t = 40000. The imaginary part of

ACDy(τ) is several orders of magnitude smaller and is not shown. Error bars indicate the 25th

and 75th percentiles of the estimates of ACDy(τ) across the different realizations. The red dashed

line indicates the choice of θ in ACDz(τ) (16) that approximates the slope of log (ACDy(τ)) for

larger values of τ .

are determined in the context where the independent random variables {Rj}nj=1 are drawn

from the distribution ps given by (8). The stability index of the attracting distribution is

determined from the exponent of the tail behaviour of ps in (12)

α∗ = 2ν + 1 = −2L/E2. (18)

For 0 < ν < 1
2
, ps has infinite variance and mean zero as discussed in Section II A. The

skewness parameter β∗ and scale parameter σ∗ are determined following [36]. First, β∗ =

(h+ − h−)/(h+ + h−) where h± = h(±1) with h(s) in (12), which can be written simply as

β∗ = tanh
(πgν

b

)
. (19)

The scale parameter σ∗ is determined by comparing the arguments of the characteristic

function of the normalized sum of {Rj}nj=1 (17) in the limit n→∞ to those of an α-stable

random variable (1) and is given by

σ∗ =

(
(h+ + h−)Γ(1− α∗)

α∗
cos

(
πα∗

2

))1/α∗

=

(
2 cosh(πgν/b)

E(α∗+1)α∗N
Γ(1− α∗) cos

(
πα∗

2

))1/α∗

. (20)
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The analysis in [36] of the sum (17) gives an approximate expression for its PDF in the form

of the attracting α-stable PDF plus a correction of O(n1−2/α∗
) for α∗ ∈ (1, 2) and large n.

Then n1−2/α∗
determines the rate of convergence to the α-stable density for large n, with

slower convergence for α∗ closer to 2. If α∗ = 2 (ν = 1/2), then the sum of {Rj}nj=1 converges

to a Gaussian distribution with a correction that is asymptotically O(1/ log(n)) for large n

[36]. We do not treat the case α∗ = 2 here, due to its logarithmic rate of convergence and

the fact that the limiting distribution does not have power law tails.

The stochastic averaging approximation to which we now turn involves integrals of

serially-dependent stochastic processes rather than sums of independent, identically-distributed

random variables. Our central ansatz is that Eqns. (18)-(19) determine the stability index

and skewness parameter of such integrals, so that only the scale parameter needs to be

computed.

III. APPROXIMATION OF A LINEAR CAM PROCESS BY AN OULP

As yt is not an α-stable process, we cannot directly apply the averaging results of [27]

to obtain the weak approximation Xt to xt in (4). However, we note that the solution

xt of (4) for t ∈ (0, T ) involves the integral of yt/ε over this interval. The connection

between α-stable random variables and sums of independent random variables with the

stationary distribution of the CAM process yt described in Section II B suggests that for

ε � 1, the integral
∫ T

0
ys/εds should have a distribution that is close to α-stable. In this

limit, we can determine the parameters of an OULP zt such that the distribution of
∫ T

0
zs/ε ds

approximates that of
∫ T

0
yt/εds, and then apply the stochastic averaging results from [27] to

the two-timescale system (xt, zt/ε). Our hypothesis is that the resulting stochastic process

is a weak approximation to the slow variable xt in the original system (xt, yt/ε).

We cannot simply invoke the GCLT to make this claim however, since the integral of

yt is not a sum of independent, identically-distributed random variables. Demonstrating

this result involves arguing that the integral
∫ T

0
ys/εds can be decomposed into the sum of

a large number of effectively independent and identically-distributed random variables. As

well, previous stochastic averaging results for fast-slow systems such as [7] and [27] indicate

that details of the serial dependence of the fast process appear directly in the stochastic

averaging approximation. Specifically, when an α-stable process with characteristic decay
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time scale τ drives the fast process, then the α-stable process in the the stochastic averaging

approximation depends on τ . This dependence appears in the scale parameter used in the

approximation, but not in its stability index and skewness parameter. Thus, we expect that

any α-stable stochastic forcing replacing the fast CAM noise process would depend on the

memory of yt through the scale parameter.

With these facts in mind, we proceed to investigate the hypothesis that the system

(4), (5) can be reduced by relating the fast driving linear CAM process yt/ε to an OULP,

zt/ε with approximately equally-distributed integrals over the interval (0, T ). Then the

stochastic averaging result from [27] is used to approximate the weak properties of the fast

fluctuations in the equation for xt when there is a separation of the slow and fast time scales

for ε � 1. In order to identify the appropriate parameter values in the SDE for zt/ε, we

review the statistical properties of
∫ t

0
zs/ε ds as derived in [27]. These are complemented

by the conditions under which the integral
∫ t

0
ys/ε ds, can be weakly approximated by an

α-stable random variable.

A. The distribution for the integral of an OULP

We derive the characteristic function for the integral vt =
∫ t

0
zs/ε ds (dvt = zt/ε dt) where

z(t) is the OULP in (15). The (vt, zt/ε) system has a joint time-dependent PDF P (v, z, t)

satisfying the FKE,

∂P

∂t
=

(
θ

ε

∂

∂z
− ∂

∂v

)
(zP ) +

σαz
ε
D(α,β)
z P, (21)

D(α,β)
z = − β

cos(πα/2)

∂α

∂yα
+ (1− β)

∂α

∂yα
. (22)

where P (v, z, 0) = δ(v)δ(z − z0), t > 0. The operator D(α,β)
z is the fractional differenti-

ation operator [37]. As shown in Appendix A 1, we obtain the joint characteristic func-

tion ψv,z(m, k, t) for (vt, zt/ε) from (A1), the Fourier transform of (21). We find that

ψv,z(m, k, t) = ψz(k)ψv(m, t) for t = O(1) and ε� 1, where

ψz(k) = exp

(
σαz
αθ
|k|αΞ(k;α, β)

)
+O(ε) (23)

ψv(m, t) = exp

[
i
εmz0

θ
(1− e−θt/ε)− εα−1σαz t

θα
|m|αΞ(m;α, β)

]
+O(ε) (24)

for Ξ(m;α, β) as given in (2). The expression for ψz in (23) is the characteristic function

corresponding to the stationary density of the OULP zt. We note that the ratio σz/θ
1/α
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appears in ψz(k), analogous to the expression for the standard deviation in a stationary OU

process. For z0 = 0, the form of ψv is the same as the characteristic function of an α-stable

random variable with mean 0 and the scale parameter ε1−1/ασzθ
−1t1/α. As convergence in

characteristic function implies convergence in distribution, the asymptotic distribution for

vt is α-stable,

ε−γvt = ε−γ
(∫ t

0

zs/ε ds

)
→
D

Sα
(
β, t1/α

σz
θ

)
, γ = 1− 1/α, (25)

as ε→ 0.

B. The distribution of the integral of CAM noise

We begin by considering the integral
∫ t

0
ys/ε ds as a sum of NY partitions of length ∆,

denoted by {Yj}NYj=1,

∫ T
0
ys/ε ds =

NY∑
j=1

Yj, (26)

Yj =

∫ j∆

(j−1)∆

ys/ε ds = ε

(∫ j∆/ε

(j−1)∆/ε

yŝ dŝ

)
, (27)

where T = NY ∆. We make the following ansatz for the tail behaviour of Yj: for any fixed

non-zero value ∆ and sufficiently small ε, Yj has a PDF uY , where

uY (r) ∼

q
−|r|−(α∗+1) for r < −a

q+r−(α∗+1) for r > a
, (28)

for some a > 0 and q+, q− > 0.. The ansatz for uY follows from noting that the integral (27)

for Yj can be approximated by a sum of random variables ym, for Mh = ∆ and sufficiently

small h. In Appendix B we use a Euler-Maruyama approximation of ym in (5), with dWi,t

approximated by sequences of independent random variables ξi,m ∼ N(0,
√
h) for i = 1, 2.

We express uY (Yj) in terms of ps(y) via a linear relationship between Yj and y1 (B1). This

linear transformation leads not only to the exponent α∗ in the ansatz (28), but also to an

approximation of a parameter βY by the skewness parameter β∗ in (12). Specifically, if q±

are constant multiples of h± in (12), then

βY ≡
q+ − q−

q+ + q−
≈ h+ − h−

h+ + h−
= β∗ . (29)
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FIG. 3. Top: Histogram-based comparison of tail behaviour of uY (r) (squares for r positive, circles

for r negative) to the plot of cr−α
∗−1, c constant (red line). Bottom: The corresponding plots of

(uY (r)− uY (−r))/(uY (r) + uY (−r)) ∼ β∗ from (29) for |r| large. The red line shows the value of

β∗ corresponding to the following specific parameters – Left: α∗ = 1.5, g = 0.25, b = 0.2, L = −1;

Right: α = 1.8, g = −0.1, b = 0.5, L = −1. Estimates are based on 108 realizations of Yj (27), with

∆ = ε = 1.

Figure 3 illustrates the ansatz (28) and the skewness parameter βY ≈ β∗ for representative

examples of Yj. The results show that indeed the values of Yj have the tail behaviour

assumed by the ansatz that we assume. The rate of decay of both the positive and negative

tails is consistent with a power law with exponent −1 − α∗ and the relative weight of the

tails is as predicted for |r| sufficiently large. Thus, we have empirical evidence for the

validity of our ansatz, ((28) and (29)). Note that while we can predict the value of the ratio

(q+ − q−)/(q+ + q−) from the value of β∗, we do not have expressions for the values of the

numerator or denominator separately.

The GCLT implies that a sum of independent variables Yj distributed according to (28)

converges in distribution to an α-stable random variable with stability index α∗ and skewness

parameter βY ≈ β∗ as NY →∞. Thus, we expect to be able to approximate the distribution

of
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds with that of an α-stable random variable with an error that decreases with NY ,
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if the following two conditions are satisfied.

• Condition A) The value of ∆ must be large enough such that Yj and Yj+1 are (to a

good approximation) independent for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NY − 1}.

• Condition B) The number of partitions NY = T/∆ must be large enough such that

the distribution of the normalized sum of {Yj}NYj=1 is well-approximated by that of an

α-stable random variable.

If Conditions A) and B) are satisfied for T = NY ∆, then N
−1/α∗

Y

∑NY
j=1 Yj can be approxi-

mated by a α-stable random variable (defined in (31) and (35) below). Furthermore, Con-

ditions A) and B) taken by themselves appear to suggest that T should be large; however,

when considered within the larger context of approximating x in (4) on the slow time scale,

we see that T must be of the same order of the characteristic time scale of x. In fact, these

conditions can be satisfied by taking ε to be sufficiently small. The asymptotic approxima-

tions that use Conditions A) and B) are discussed below.

A) The value of ∆ must be large enough such that Yj and Yj+1 are (effectively) independent

for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NY − 1}.

For the GCLT to apply to the sum
∑

j Yj, the individual terms Yj must be independent.

We intuitively expect Yj and Yj+1 to be asymptotically independent (and thus also Yj

and Yj+m for m > 1) provided that ∆/ε� τy, for τy a characteristic memory time scale

of yt and ∆/ε in the definition of Yj (27). For example, τy could be the e-folding time of

the ACD function: ACDy(τy) = e−1ACDy(0). For ACDy(τ) decreasing with τ as shown

in Figure 2, we see that τy = O(1).

Two random variables with infinite variance Yk and Yl are independent if both the

codifference (CD) and the cosum (CS) vanish [35, 38], where

CD(Yk, Yl) = log(E [exp(iYk − iYl)])− log(E [exp(iYk)])− log(E [exp(−iYl)]),

CS(Yk, Yl) = CD(Yk,−Yl) . (30)

Hence, we consider the asymptotic behaviour of CD(Yj, Yj+1) and CS(Yj, Yj+1), which

decrease with increasing ∆/ε as illustrated in Figure 4 for example CAM processes. It

should be noted that the choice to normalize the values of Yj in the figure is done for
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FIG. 4. Plots of the codifference CD and cosum CS of Yj/s and Yj+1/s as a function of the length

of time integral ∆/ε as given in (27) where s is the numerically estimated scale parameter of Yj .

For both plots, L = −1, and α is as indicated in the legend. Twenty series of 104 pairs of (Yj , Yj+1)

are sampled for each value of α considered in each figure. The ends of the error bars denote the

25th and 75th percentiles. Left: g = 0.1, b = 1. Right: g = 0.4, b = 0.6.

stylistic purposes and does not affect the relative values of the cosum and codifference

functions for different values of ∆/ε. We expect that the codifference for an α-stable

random variable with itself is equal to 2 when the scale parameter is normalized to 1

[35], as the results in Figure 4. For CD(Yj, Yj+1) and CS(Yj, Yj+1) approaching zero, we

treat Yk for k > j + 1 as independent Yj, treating all Yj effectively independent. It is

clear that for |L| = O(1), we can expect effective independence of Yj and Yj+1 provided

that ∆/ε & 5.

B) The number of partitions NY = T/∆ must be large enough such that the distribution

of the sum of {Yj}NYj=1 is well-approximated by that of an α-stable random variable. To

characterize the error in relating
∑NY

j=1 Yj to an α-stable random variable, we review

the results from [36] that gives the distribution of a sum SNY of heavy-tailed random

variables Yj,

SNY =

(
N
−1/α∗

Y

NY∑
j=1

Yj

)
, (31)

via its characteristic function ψS. The rate of convergence to this distribution depends

on its tail behaviour. For ∆/ε large enough for effective independence of subsequent
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values of Yj, we can write the PDF pS(r) of SNY as

pS(r) =
1

2π

∫
R

exp (−ikr)ψS (k) dk, where ψS(k) ∼ ψNYY

(
k

N
1/α∗

Y

)
. (32)

and ψY is the characteristic function of Yj. Then for large NY , using the result of

[36] for a sum of independent, identically distributed heavy-tailed random variables, the

characteristic function ψS(k) can be approximated from an expansion of ψY for small

argument. Using the expansion (A8) for ψY as derived in Appendix A 2 yields the

approximation

ψS(k) = exp

[
−
(

(q+ + q−)Γ(1− α∗)
α∗

cos

(
πα∗

2

))
|k|α∗

Ξ (k;α∗, β∗)− Q

N
2/α∗−1
Y

k2 +O

(
k3

N
3/α∗−1
Y

)]
(33)

for Q a constant. As NY increases, (33) approaches the form of a characteristic function

for an α-stable distribution as given in (1)

ψS(k)→ exp

[
−
(

(q+ + q−)Γ(1− α∗)
α∗

cos

(
πα∗

2

))
|k|α∗

Ξ (k;α∗, β∗)

]
as NY →∞.

(34)

Then the distribution of SNY converges to an α-stable distribution, implied by the point-

wise convergence of their characteristic functions (as per Lévy’s continuity theorem [14]).

The error term in (33) has coefficient N
1−2/α∗

Y , characterizing the rate of convergence of

SNY to an α-stable distribution, as noted in Section II B. This error increases substan-

tially for α∗ < 2 and (2− α∗)� 1.

Putting these results together, it follows from (34) that we can specify the parameters for

the approximate distribution of SNY as

SNY →
D
Sα∗(β∗, σY ), (35)

σY =

(
(q+ + q−)Γ(1− α∗)

α∗
cos

(
πα∗

2

))1/α∗

, (36)

and T = NY ∆, and NY ,∆ are sufficiently large for Conditions A) and B) to hold. Note that

because we do not know the value of q+ + q−, Eqn. (35) does not allow us to compute the

value of σY .
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Now, we demonstrate that σY is proportional to εγ
∗
∆1/α∗

for γ∗ = 1 − 1/α∗, which

allows us to determine the dependence on ε and T of the scale parameter of
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds. The

integral (27) can be expressed by multiplying the sum SNY by N
1/α∗

Y which gives us an

α-stable distribution for
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds:∫ T

0

ys/ε ds ' N
1/α∗

Y SNY →
D
Sα∗(β∗, N

1/α∗

Y σY ) = Sα∗

(
β∗,

(
T

∆

)1/α∗

σY

)
(37)

It follows that ∫ T

0

yŝ dŝ →
D
Sα∗

(
β∗, ε−γ

∗
(
T

∆

)1/α∗

σY

)
, (38)

for sufficiently large T . The integral
∫ T

0
yŝ dŝ has no dependence on ε or ∆, so that

σY ∝ εγ
∗
∆1/α∗

. (39)

This dependence of σY on ε and ∆ is illustrated in Figure 5. Using this result, it is useful

to rewrite (37) as ∫ T

0

ys/ε ds →
D
Sα∗

(
β∗, εγ

∗
T 1/α∗

Σ
)
, Σ =

σY
εγ∗∆1/α∗ . (40)

Note that by (39), Σ is independent of ε and ∆ and depends only on the parameters of

the CAM noise in (5). However, (35) and (39) do not provide the value of Σ, since the

coefficients q± are not specified. We numerically estimate Σ via the empirical characteristic

function obtained from simulations of Yj, as described in Appendix D.

Finally, we obtain the approximation result that on a sufficiently long time T ,∫ T

0

ys/ε ds '
∫ T

0

zs/ε ds →
D

Sα∗
(
β∗, εγ

∗
T 1/α∗

Σ
)
, (41)

if the parameters in (15) are taken to be

dL
(α,β)
t = dL

(α∗,β∗)
t , σz = Σθ . (42)

Here α∗ and β∗ are given by Eqns (18)-(19) and Σ is estimated empirically as described

in Appendix D. Note that for the averaging approximation the choice of θ is arbitrary, as

only Σ enters the expression for the scale parameter of the integral of yt/ε. A reasonable

choice is to use a characteristic inverse timescale of Eqn. (5) for yt and set θ = L+ E2/2.
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FIG. 5. Numerically estimated values of the scale parameter σY (open circles), based on realiza-

tions of Sj =
∫ T

0 ys/ε ds, as functions of ε and ∆ for different values of α∗. The fixed parameters are

(L, g, b) = (−1, 0.1, 0.5) and NY = 100. Left: Dashed lines are proportional to ∆1/α∗
and ε = 10−4.

Right: dashed lines are proportional to εγ
∗

and T = 1. The error bars indicate the upper and lower

quartiles of the estimates of σY . Each bar chart is based on 30 estimates of σY , each of which is

generated from NS = 1000 simulated instances of Sj .

IV. THE STOCHASTIC AVERAGING APPROXIMATION

We now use the results from the previous section to find the SDE for a slow process

X(t) that weakly approximates x(t). To accomplish this we find a weak approximation for

the fast fluctuations that involve yt/ε in the equation for x(t). Following [27], we make a

change of variable ηt = U(xt) for U ′(x) = 1
f2(x)

, so that yt/ε enters as an additive term in the

equation for η(t):

dηt = U ′(xt) dxt = f̃(ηt) dt+ ε−ρyt/ε dt, (43)

where f̃(η) = f1(U−1(η))
f2(U−1(η))

. (44)

Notice that the transformation U is invertible, since f2(x) 6= 0 for any x in the domain. We

write the dynamics (44) in integral form,

ηt = η0 +

∫ t

0

f̃(ηs) ds+ ε−ρ
∫ t

0

ys/ε ds, t > 0, (45)

and consider the integral of yt/ε over a time interval of length T ,
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds.

Then we approximate
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds in the SDE for η(t) (45) using

∫ T
0
zs/ε ds where zt satisfies

(15) with θ and σz in (42),

dηt ≈
(
f̃(ηt) + ε−ρzt/ε

)
dt. (46)
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While T must be sufficiently large for (41) to hold, we also require that the approximation

is appropriate on the characteristic timescale τx of xt, consistent with the overarching goal

to find an approximate equation for the dynamics on the slow variable xt.

The system (46) and (15) is a slow-fast system for ηt and zt for which we seek a stochastic

averaging approximation, as an intermediate step to weakly approximating xt. For complete-

ness, we give the key components of the (N+) approximation based on [27] for the general

slow-fast system,

dut = f(ut, ẑt) dt =
(
f1(ut) + ε−ρf2(ut)ẑt

)
dt, (47)

dẑt = ε−1/αg1(ut) dt− ε−1g2(ut)ẑt dt+ ε−1/ασ dL
(α,β)
t (48)

where t ≥ 0, 0 < ε� 1, ρ is a constant, f2(u) 6= 0 and g2(u) > 0 for any u in the domain of

ut. Note that (15) is a special case of (48). The process U(t) that weakly approximates the

slow dynamics of u(t) satisfies

dUt = f(Ut) dt+ σ

(
f2(Ut)

g2(Ut)

)
� dL(α,β)

t , (49)

where f(U) = f1(U) + [f2(U)g1(U)/g2(U)]. The ‘�’ symbol indicates the Marcus inter-

pretation of the stochastic differential terms [39], which is analogous to the Stratonovich

interpretation for Gaussian white noise driven systems. If σf2/g2 is a constant, then (49) re-

duces to the Itō interpretation. If α = 2, then (49) is interpreted in the sense of Stratonovich.

Details of theory and simulations are given in the Section V C and the references [2, 27, 40].

Applying the (N+) stochastic averaging approximation (49) to the (η, z) system defined

in (46) and (15), we obtain the SDE for the weak approximation η̃t

dη̃t = f̃(η̃t) dt+ εγ
∗−ρΣdL

(α∗,β∗)
t . (50)

Taking the inverse of the transformation U as in [27], we obtain the SDE for Xt = U−1(η̃t)

that weakly approximates xt

dXt = f1(Xt) dt+ εγ
∗−ρΣf2(Xt) � dL(α∗,β∗)

t . (51)

The value for Σ used in this approximation is determined from the relationship (40) and

is approximated numerically as discussed in Appendix D. A result equivalent to (51) was

obtained in [26] for deterministic fast-slow systems with certain types of fast variables that

converge in distribution to a stable Lévy process.
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V. SAMPLE SYSTEMS

In this section, we simulate one linear and two nonlinear systems of the form (4), (5) and

compare the stationary PDFs and ACDs of the numerically simulated trajectories of xt to

those of the corresponding stochastic averaging approximation, Xt (51). We take ρ = γ∗ for

convenience, in which case the power of ε in the noise coefficient of (51) vanishes.

A. Linear system

Let the dynamics of xt, t ≥ 0 be given by

dxt =
(
−µxt + ε−γ

∗
ζyt/ε

)
dt (52)

where µ > 0, ζ is a constant, x0 is known and yt/ε is a fast linear CAM noise process with

dynamics (5). Our stochastic averaging result (51) gives the reduced system,

dXt = −µXt dt+ ζΣdL
(α∗,β∗)
t . (53)

where σ∗ is given in (20). Not surprisingly, given the linear form for (52), Xt is an OULP.

We simulate xt numerically and compare its estimated PDF and ACD functions with the

known PDF and ACD for the corresponding process Xt. The results are shown in Figure

6 for small g (and thus small skewness parameter β∗) and in Figure 7 for larger g 6= 0.

It is evident in both cases that the stationary distribution and ACD of the reduced model

converge to that of the full system as ε decreases.

B. Nonlinear system 1: nonlinear potential

We illustrate our reduction method in a system with cubic nonlinearity in the slow equa-

tion and additive linear CAM noise driving:

dxt = −
(
µxt + x3

t

)
dt+ ε−γ

∗
ζ yt/ε dt (54)

where yt is given by (5). This system is close to linear for small xt, but experiences a

stronger nonlinear drift for large xt. For µ > 0, the system is globally attracted to x = 0 in

the noise-free limit, and for µ < 0, the origin is an unstable (repelling) equilibrium and the
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FIG. 6. Top-Left: The numerically estimated stationary PDF of xt (52) and the predicted PDF of

Xt (53) on a logarithmic scale (linear scale, inset) with parameters (L,α∗, g, b) = (−1, 1.5, 0.1, 0.5),

(µ, ζ) = (1, 1). The value of ε is indicated in the legend. Top-Right: The corresponding ACD.

Bottom: Same as top, but with α∗ = 1.8. Note that the convergence rate of the reduced model

toward the full system is smaller for the value of α∗ closer to 2.
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FIG. 7. As in Figure 6, but with parameters (L,α∗, g, b) = (−1, 1.7,−0.5, 0.25), (µ, ζ) = (1, 1).

system is locally attracted to one of two stable equilibria at x = ±
√
−µ. According to our

reduction results, we expect that the dynamics for xt can be weakly approximated by

dXt = −(µXt +X3
t ) dt+ ζΣ dL

(α∗,β∗)
t , (55)
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FIG. 9. As in Figure 8, but with parameters (L, g, b) = (−1, 1, 0.5), (µ, ζ) = (−1, 0.2) and ε as

indicated in the legend. Left/Right: α∗ = 1.5/1.8.

where Σ is numerically estimated in the same fashion as described in Section III B. We use a

predictor-corrector method described in [27] to simulate both the full and reduced systems,

avoiding numerical instabilities due to the cubic nonlinearity for large values of xt or Xt. The

CAM noise process is integrated as described in Appendix C. The numerically estimated

PDFs for µ > 0 and µ < 0 are compared in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. In both cases, the

stochastic averaging approximation works well for sufficiently small ε. The PDF tails from

both the full and reduced systems show modest fluctuations due to sampling variability.
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C. Nonlinear system 2: bilinear interaction

The second nonlinear system that we consider has a bilinear term in which the CAM

noise process appears multiplicatively in the slow equation:

dxt = (c− xt + ζxtyt/ε) dt, c, x0 > 0. (56)

It is clear from considering the limit as x→ 0 that the dynamics of xt are restricted to the

positive real line, due to the inclusion of the state-independent drift term c > 0. Applying

our stochastic averaging result, we can weakly approximate the dynamics of (56) by Xt

where

dXt = (c−Xt) dt+ ζΣXt � dL(α∗,β∗)
t , X0 = x0. (57)

where ‘�’ denotes the Marcus interpretation of the stochastic driving term. Details and

references on the calculation of Marcus stochastic integrals used in simulating these SDE’s

can be found in [2, 27, 40]. To summarize, the Marcus stochastic term, ζΣXt �dL(α∗,β∗)
t , can

be written as λ(1; ∆L,Xt−)−Xt− where λ(s; ∆L,Xt−) = λ(s) satisfies

dλ(s)

ds
= ζΣ(∆L)λ(s), λ(0) = Xt−, (58)

with ∆L = dL
(α∗,β∗)
t is the jump of the α-stable process at time t and Xt− = lims→t− Xs.

In this case, (58) can be solved for λ(1), giving λ(1; ∆L,Xt−) = exp(ζΣ ∆L)Xt−. Having

an analytic expression for the Marcus stochastic increment facilitates a straightforward and

accurate simulation of (57). The estimates of the stationary PDFs of xt and the reduced

process Xt compare well (Figure 10).

D. Discussion of numerical results

From the results displayed in Figures 6 - 10, we see that the stationary behaviour of xt

in each system under consideration can be well-approximated by a system influenced by

α-stable noise for sufficiently small values of ε. Both the PDFs and the ACD functions of

the full and reduced systems match well.

As expected for stochastic averaging approximations for systems with multiple time scales,

as ε decreases, we see improvement of the approximation of the weak properties of xt in the

full system by X(t) in the reduced system. However, the difference between the PDFs and
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FIG. 10. The numerically estimated stationary PDFs u(x) and u(X) for nonlinear system 2 with

dynamics (56) and (57), respectively, shown on a logarighmic scale and linear scale (inset).. Left:

(L,α, g, b) = (−1, 1.5, 0.1, 0.5), (c, ζ) = (1, 0.2). Right: (L,α, g, b) = (−1, 1.8, 1, 0.1), (c, ζ) =

(1, 0.2).

ACDs of the reduced systems and the full ones depends not only on ε, but also on α∗.

Specifically, for α∗ close to 2 the value of ε needs to be noticeably smaller, as we can see

by reviewing Conditions A) and B) from Section III B for
∫ T

0
ys/εds to be approximately

distributed as α-stable. A sum of independent heavy-tailed random variables converges to

an α-stable variable more slowly for values of α closer to 2 [36]. As such, the number of

approximately independent terms in the discretization of the integral
∫ T

0
ys/εds for fixed T

must be larger for α closer to two in order for this integral to have the desired properties

- requiring a smaller value of ε. The quality of the weak approximation of xt by Xt is

determined not only by the timescale separation, but also by the tail behaviour of the

limiting α-stable process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that α-stable forcing can appear in the asymptotic slow dynam-

ics of fast-slow systems where the fast process is linear and forced with a combination of

additive and multiplicative noise such that its distribution has infinite variance. We studied

the linear CAM process in this analysis due to its use in applied research problems and the

fact that many analytical results are available [12, 15]. A particularly valuable aspect of the

linear CAM process is that it provides a simple dynamical form in which the interaction
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of multiplicative terms and Gaussian white noise forcing results in a process possessing a

distribution with power law tails and infinite variance. Due to the infinite variance station-

ary behaviour of the linear CAM noise process and the explicit predictions of the power

law tail behaviour, we hypothesized that the linear CAM noise process would appear to be

equivalent to an α-stable forcing term when used to drive a slower process. The derivation

of the approximation required us to focus our attention on the properties of the integral

of the linear CAM noise process and determining an OULP having integral behaviour with

similar statistics. Formulas for the stability index and skewness parameter of the corre-

sponding OULP in terms of the CAM process parameters are straightforward. In contrast,

a coefficient in the OULP drift term needs to be estimated numerically as it depends on the

serial dependence properties of the linear CAM noise process for which analytic results are

not available. When we apply our stochastic averaging approximation to linear systems as

well as systems with nonlinearities in the slow variable, we observe good agreement between

simulations of the full and reduced dynamics, which improve as ε decreases. For values of

the parameters such that the corresponding OULP has a stability index close to 2, the ratio

of time scales between the fast and slow processes needs to be extremely large to observe

the distributional convergence of the slow variable to the predicted distribution.

Besides presenting a method of approximating fast-slow systems that are forced with

correlated additive and multiplicative noise processes, this analysis also suggests a possible

mechanism through which α-stable forcing can emerge in the modelling of physical problems.

For example, as mentioned above, CAM noise processes emerge from considerations of the

dynamics of quadratically nonlinear systems like those describing atmospheric motion [5,

12] and could result on longer time scale processes experiencing forcing terms distributed

according to an approximately α-stable law. This result offers a possible explanation for the

observation of α-stable noise in various climatic and fluid dynamical time series [30–33].

There are various extensions to this research that are worth exploring. All of the analysis

given is for the case where both the fast and slow subsystems are univariate. Extensions

of the results of this paper to higher-dimensional fast slow systems may yield unexpected

challenges, but are required before this stochastic averaging method could be applied to

more general research problems. Also, while there is broad utility in studying models where

the fast linear CAM noise process perturbs the slow variable, it would be worth exploring the

implications of nonlinear fast perturbations to the slow process or where the fast, infinite-
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variance process is something other than the linear CAM noise process. Another interesting

situation would be to study the situation where the fast linear CAM process is conditionally

dependent of the slow process, or in other words the slow variable influences the parameters

of the linear CAM noise process. This would be a particularly useful scenario to consider in

the context of climate modelling.
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Appendix A: Characteristic functions

1. Calculations for ψ

We provide some details of the calculations for the characteristic functions arising in

Section III A.

Taking the Fourier transform of (21), gives a quasi-linear partial differential equa-

tion whose solution is the joint characteristic function ψv,z(m, k, t) = F [P ](m, k, t) =∫∫
R2 exp(ikz + imv)P (v, z, t) dvdz.

∂ψv,z
∂t

+

(
θk

ε
−m

)
∂ψv,z
∂k

= −(σz)
α

ε
|k|α∗

Ξ(k;α, β)ψv,z, (A1)

ψv,z(m, k, 0) = exp(ikz0) (A2)

where Ξ(Λ;α, β) = 1− iβ sgn (Λ) tan(πα/2) as given in (2). Solving (A1) via the approach

in [27], the method of characteristics gives the solution for ψv,z

ψv,z(m, k, t) = exp

(
ikz0e

−θt/ε + i
εmz0

θ
(1− e−θt/ε)− (σz)

α

ε

∫ t

0

|Λ(r)|αΞ(Λ(r);α, β) dr

)
(A3)
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where Λ(r) = εm
θ

+
(
k − εm

θ

)
e−θr/ε. Following [27], the integral term in (A3) has the asymp-

totic behavior for t = O(1) and ε� 1,

(σz)
α

ε

∫ t

0

|Λ(r)|αΞ(Λ(r);α, β) dr (A4)

=

(
σαz
α∗θ

)
|k|αΞ(k;α, β) +

εα−1σαz t

θα
|m|αΞ(m;α, β) +O(ε).

Note that this expression can be factored into separate functions of k and m for θt/ε � 1,

resulting in the expressions for ψv and ψz in (23 - 24).

2. Asymptotic behaviour of the characteristic function ψY (k) for small k

The characteristic function of Yj is given by the Fourier transform, ψY (k), of the PDF

uY (r) in (28)

ψY (k) =

∫
R

exp(iky)uY (y) dy = q−
(∫ −a
−∞

eiky dy

|y|−(1+α∗)

)
+

(∫ a

−a
eikyuY (y) dy

)
+ q+

(∫ ∞
a

eiky dy

y−(1+α∗)

)
(A5)

=

(
Γ(−α)(q+ + q−) cos

(
πα∗

2

))
|k|α∗

Ξ(k;α∗, βY ) (A6)

+ q−

(∫ ∞
a

1− iky
y1+α∗ dy −

∞∑
n=2

(−ika)na−α
∗

(n− α∗)Γ(n+ 1)

)
+ q+

(∫ ∞
a

1 + iky

y1+α∗ dy −
∞∑
n=2

(ika)na−α
∗

(n− α∗)Γ(n+ 1)

)

+

(∫ a

−a
eikyuY (y) dy

)
.

Here Ξ is given in (2), βY = q+−q−
q++q−

, and we have used the facts
∫
uY (r)dr = 1 and E[Yj] = 0

to rewrite the integrals as in [36] in order to facilitate an expansion for small k. Using the

result from [41]∫ ∞
b

eiky dy

y1+α∗ = |k|α∗
Γ(−α∗)e−i sgn(k)πα∗/2 +

∫ ∞
b

1 + iky

y1+α∗ dy −
∞∑
n=2

(ik)nbn−α
∗

(n− α∗)Γ(n+ 1)
. (A7)

in an expansion for small k as in [36]) yields

ψY (k) = exp

[(
Γ(−α∗)(q+ + q−) cos

(
πα∗

2

))
|k|α∗

Ξ(k;α∗, βY )−Qk2 +O(k3)

]
. (A8)

Q =

∫ a

−a
y2uY (y) dy −

(
(q+ + q−)

2− α∗
a2−α∗

2

)
. (A9)
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Appendix B: The probability density uY

For each of the ym in Yj ≈
∑

m ymh, m = 1, 2, . . .M , we use the Euler-Maruyama

approximation for (5) to express ym in terms of y1 and the random variables ξk,m ∼ N(0,
√
h),

k = 1, 2 in the approximation. Following this straightforward but tedious calculation, Yj

takes the form

Yj = y1

[
C1(∆) + h

M∑
m=1

∑
`<m

ξ1,` + h
M∑
m=1

∑
`6=k<m

[K1ξ1,`ξ1,k +K2ξ1,`ξ2,k]

]

+h
M∑
m=1

∑
`<m

(gξ1,` + bξ2,`)

≡ C1(∆)y1 + hC2y1 + hC3 = G(y1) (B1)

where C1 is linear in ∆, Ki for i = 1, 2 are O(1) constants dependent on E. We use (B1) in

the expression for the density of Yj obtained via conditioning on y1 and ξi,m

uY (Yj) =

∫ ∫
...

∫
P (Yj|y1, ξk,m,m = 1, . . .M ; k = 1, 2)ps(y1)

M∏
m=1

ρ1(ξ1,m)ρ2(ξ2,m)dξ1,mdξ2,mdy1

= 〈δ(Yj − G(y1))ps(y1)〉ξk,m k = 1, 2; m = 1 . . .M (B2)

assuming y1 is taken from the stationary distribution for y, ρi is the density for ξi,m, and

〈·〉ξ indicates expected value with respect to ξ. Using that G is linear in y1, and that Ci for

i = 2, 3 are sums of products of independent random variables ξi,m, we conclude that uY has

the behavior given in (28).

Appendix C: Simulating the CAM noise process

We use the weak order 2.0 explicit method [42] to simulate the CAM noise process in (5).

This weak numerical approximation takes the form for ŷn = ynδt,

ŷn+1 = ŷn +
L̃

2
(ŷn + Υ) δt+

1

4

(
EΥ+ + 2Eŷn + EΥ− + 4g

)
δW1,n

+
1

4

(
EΥ+ − EΥ−

)(δW1,n
2 − δt√
δt

)
+ b δW2,n (C1)

where Υ = ŷn + L̃ŷnδt+ (Eŷn + g)δW1,n + b δW2,n,

Υ± = ŷn + L̃ŷnδt± (Eŷn + g)
√
δt+ b δW2,n.

(C2)
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Here L̃ = L+E2/2 and δt is the size of the discrete time step. The terms δW1,n, δW2,n, n =

0, 1, 2, . . . are independent Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance δt.

1. Consistency of simulations

Since yt/ε evolves on the fast time scale, δtmust be chosen smaller than ε in order to resolve

the fast dynamics. We compared the stationary PDF ps for yt/ε given by (8) to numerical

approximations to ps based on simulations of (5). As expected, δt must be an order of

magnitude smaller than ε in order to obtain relative errors of the numerical simulations to

ps that are O(10−2) or smaller. We found that the relative error of two cases, δt = ε/10 and

ε/100 were of the same order of magnitude. Furthermore, we also considered whether the

value of δt has an effect on the estimates of Yj =
∫ j∆

(j−1)∆
ys/ε ds. We compared the behaviour

of the density of Yj for decreasing values of ε. As in the case of the CAM noise process, we

do not see noticeable changes in the density for Yj when we choose stepsize values smaller

than δt ≈ ε/10 for simulating yt. Therefore we simulate the fast CAM noise process with

time discretization δt ≤ ε/10 throughout the paper.

Appendix D: Estimating Σ

We estimate Σ based on simulations of the integral of
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds with a value of T = O(1)

and a trapezoidal method, simulating yt in (5) with a step size δt ≤ ε/10. To ensure that the

estimate for Σ avoids the potential sensitivities described in Section V D we use a value of ε

smaller than the values used in the numerical examples of Section (ε = 10−5). By choosing

a small value of ε, we seek an approximation for Σ based on large NY . As highlighted in

Section V D, NY increases with decreasing ε for T fixed and ∆ satisfying Conditions A and

B in Section III. Then the distribution of
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds is close to the α-stable distribution (41),

and the approximation for Σ is obtained from (41) for given values of ε and T .

The estimate of Σ is based on a least squares fit of the characteristic function of∫ T
0
ys/ε ds =

∑
j Yj, ψS(l;σY ) = E

[
exp

(
il
∫ T

0
ys/ε ds

)]
, to the empirical characteristic

function

ψ̂S(l) =
1

NS

NS∑
j=1

exp
(
ilS

(T )
j

)
, S

(T )
j ∼

∫ T

0

ys/ε ds. (D1)
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based on realizations of S
(T )
j , j = 1, 2, . . . , NS. The characteristic function ψS is given in

(A8),

ψS(l;σS)→ exp
(
σα

∗

S |l|α
∗
Ξ(l, α∗, β∗)

)
. (D2)

The least squares fit of ψ̂S(l) to ψS(l;σS) is obtained by the minimization

σS = arg min
σ

lmax∑
l=lmin

(
ψS(l;σ)− ψ̂S(l)

)2

. (D3)

From the estimate of σS, we obtain our estimate for σY = σS/N
1/α∗

Y where α∗ is defined

in (18). We note that the sum is proportional to integral estimates of the square of the

difference between ψS and ψ̂S on the interval [lmin, lmax]. This numerical method is similar

to the method of Koutrouvelis which estimates the parameters for α-stable random variables

via a least squares method and the characteristic function [43]. In our estimator, we use

uniformly spaced points in the domain of l, but other studies have shown that a non-uniform

spacing of points is optimal for such an estimator [44]. While we opted for an unweighted

estimator, there are also weighted versions of the Koutrouvelis method that may be worth

considering. Nonetheless, our estimator is sufficient for obtaining accurate estimates of σY

under the assumption that Sj are distributed according to an α-stable law. We use this

estimator to verify the scaling relationships for Σ with respect to ∆ and ε (i.e. (39), as per

Figure 5), and estimate a value of θ via the relationship Σ = σ∗/θ (42) where σz = σ∗ to

determine an equivalent OULp for the yt (as per Section III).

We use our estimator based on the empirical characteristic function ψ̂S(l), rather than

packages that can simultaneously estimate all parameters for a stable distribution such as

the STBL package for MATLAB for values, which is based on the Koutrouvelis method

[45]. Tests with STBL showed it to be unreliable in determining an estimate of the stability

index α (which we know exactly) for values of α near 2, and consequently estimates of the

corresponding scale parameter are not reliable.
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